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Trans generational mechanisms linking maternal childhood trauma (MCT)
to offspring behavioral outcome (OBO)
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Transmission operating through environmental pathways alone:
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Layering in consideration of genetic influences
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Research 
Question 

What is the state of the literature 
on the role of genetic and 

environmental factors in the trans-
generational association between 
maternal childhood trauma (MCT) 
and offspring behavioral outcome 

(OBO)? 



Method

• Systematic review: goal is to synthesize 
findings of all relevant studies on a 
certain topic/issue in order to make 
findings more digestible / accessible for 
other researchers or practitioners  

• Followed the Preferred reporting items 
for systematic review and meta-
analysis protocols (PRISMA-P) reporting 
guidelines (2015)

• Registered the review with the 
International Prospective Register of 
Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO) in 
October 2019



Eligibility 
criteria 

• (1) published in a peer-reviewed 
journal in English 

• (2) included measurement of maternal 
childhood trauma 

• (3) included measurement of child 
variation in emotional and behavioral 
outcomes from six months to six years 
of age, and

• (4) inclusion of control for a genetic 
contribution to the association 
between (2) and (3).



Search 
Strategy & 
Screening 
Process 



Results 



Finding 1: 
Baseline 
association 
between MCT 
and OBO 

• 10 studies reported significant baseline 
associations between MCT and OBO

• 3 articles did not report or find a 
significant baseline association
• Racine et al. (2018) – infant outcomes 

subdivided into five different domains of the 
Ages and Stages Questionnaire 

• Madigan et al. (2017) – ascertainment of 
infant outcomes based on scales that rated 
frequency of 8 behaviors on a 3-point scale 
(never, sometimes, often) with only 
adequate internal consistency 

• Hipwell et al. (2019) – infant temperament 
measured on 6 items of fussy/difficult 
subscale with only adequate convergent 
validity; did find an association with infant 
negative reactivity during Still Face Paradigm 



Finding 2: Genetic 
Attenuation of the 
Association 
between MCT and 
OBO 

• Of the 10 articles that reported a significant 
baseline association between MCT and OBO, 7 
articles reported attenuated effects when 
taking genetic influences into account 

• 2 additional studies (Madigan et al. 2017, 
Racine et al) reported that the association 
operated exclusively through the indirect 
genetic pathway

• 3 studies did not find improved association 
between MCT and OBO
• Choi et al. (2017): maternal depression 

attenuated relationship between MCT and 
bonding, but not offspring behavior 
specifically 

• McDonnell (2016): mediation model was 
not significant 

• Hipwell (2019): also did not find a baseline 
association



Discussion / 
Conclusion

• Observed associations between MCT and OBO 
may be at least partially mediated by genetic 
factors, in addition to environmental factors 

• Current state of the literature demonstrates 
there is still a bit of a schism between 
environmental research  in the social sciences vs 
genetic research 

• In both cases, I believe articles would be 
enriched if they borrowed from one another -
increasing environmental considerations in 
genomics research and vice versa 

• Next steps: use some of the methodological 
limitations of the papers included in this review 
to apply this question in a new secondary data 
analysis asking virtually the same question 



Thank You & 
Questions 


